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William S

on
08/01/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Awesome customer service. Quick delivery with no harm done to pistol. Out of the box and on point. Love this thing!! 











Gene H

on
04/09/2021




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










i put a scope on this gun .it is deadly on targets fast shipping good service from buds 











Tyrel K

on
12/22/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Good old fashioned hand cannon ...love it 











Theophilus B

on
11/07/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bought this just as a range gun, but quickly realized its potential for hunting and 70's style personal defense (feeling lucky punk). This gun will surprise you even when shooting hot loaded 44 Mag ammo. With the compensated barrel it feels more like a 22lr revolver than a 44 Mag. Shot groups were 1/4 inch at 25 yards. I strongly encourage you add this gun to your collection. 











Dan B

on
05/27/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent firearm looking at other firearms also 











Matt M

on
02/18/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Looks great shoots great lots of fun and well made. 











Richard W

on
01/04/2019




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










I bought this gun and I love it, but i'm giving it 3 out of 5 stars for the following: (My gun, you may get better, you may get worse.) When I picked this gun up from the local Cabela's I had it sent to, The box was falling apart, like this gun had been sitting in such a way that it's weight (Around 4 pounds loaded, 3.5 unloaded, used a digital scale) was damaging the box. The second is the finish is downright awful, and only covers what you see. The "tang" underneath the grip still has the measurements from fabrication on it,And is essentially "In the white". But that's the only area doesn't get rust specks on it, and I only clean that after I fire the gun. The finish shows rusts spots (little brown specks) easily, and you'll have to clean it constantly compared to other guns. Last, is that the cylinder may show machining marks on the rotating latch area where the cylinder turns after you pull the trigger or pull back the hammer. The good is, that It's got a ported barrel (Which if you've ever fired a 44 magnum, is nice) And the grip does indeed soak up some of the recoil (but not all.) The weight also aids in accuracy, and is a lazer beam compared to a 50AE Desert Eagle XIX. On a consumer note, though, accessories are difficult to find, so be aware of that. It's not the most popular of 44 magnums (For most people, that's the Ruger Super Redhawk.) But you could do WAY worse, Just expect some blemishes. 











Robert L

on
12/28/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First off ide like to thank Buds guns for their excellent service and super fast shipping,I bought the Taurus raging Bull 444 magnum,,it's a beautiful hand cannon,,came to !e with out a scratch,in perfect condition ,,it functions perfectly,what an amazing handgun,,thanks again to Buds guns 











Garrick H

on
07/14/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a well made revolver, the wow factor can't be beat! Cylinder dimensions are the same as a Ruger Redhawk. It is a heavy revolver, but that reduces felt recoil as does the porting which works very well. I actually noticed it drop the muzzle rise down. Be wary shooting non plated bullets if you load your own, Barry's lead was soft enough on a moderate special load that I had Extreme leading of the PORTS! Copper plated or a Hard-Cast bullets like Oregon Trails should not be a problem. I have 44mag. Rugers and Smiths in da/sa and sao both and this Taurus compares very well. The Only thing I can ding this revolver about is the cylinder lock-up which is noticeably loose compared to my other revolvers. End play, cyl. gap, chamber diameter and throat diameter are all Good. Barrel bore looks good and fit and finish look good. It does fit holsters for S&W X frame revolvers fine. Cleaning the bore is more of a challenge because there is a chamber area under the porting of the barrel. Nice revolver, I am glad I bought it. Try it, you'll Like It! 











Collin S

on
06/16/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I actually purchased this revolver April of 2017, better late than never (with this review). Great gun, accurate out the box, recoil is unbelievably not bad at all. I wanted to test this gun to its limits so I bought 40 rds of p . There are a handful of firearms that are recommended that can withstand the pressures of this ammo, and the Raging Bull is one of them. The recoil was surprisingly not bad at all. The gun snaps back instead of having "muzzle rise" do to the ports on the front of the barrel. The rubber grip also helps with the recoil and was surprisingly comfortable in my hands. I've put around 100 rds in this gun, you could get a S&W or a Ruger chambered in 44 mag that has all the bells and whistles, but you will be paying literally twice as much. This gun out performs the sticker price, I HIGHLY RECOMMEND this gun. I am extremely satisfied with it. 











Shawn F

on
03/08/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










If you're looking at this firearm, don't hesitate. Get it. You won't regret it. Mine performs flawless. Very accurate. Good trigger. Very manageable recoil. 











Patrick C

on
03/07/2018




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










This purchase was a little frustrating. First and only gun i paid cash for. It took quite some time to get here. The gun was very Dirty out of the box. Had a hard time getting customer service to help me . Not sure what happened this time. I have purchased a few guns since then and the service was great 











Dennis D

on
03/05/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This a wonderful revolver so much fun to shoot low recoil at a great price! I reload so I can shoot it a lot ! 











Michael P

on
12/11/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










WOW is all I can say...this was my first time doing business with Buds (courtesy of Hickok45) and they did everything but disappoint....My Raging Bull is awesome and is already my favorite gun...makes people jump at the range very solid revolver and comfortable shooting...dont get caught up with all of the negative things the internet trolls are saying about this Revolver or Buds I am extremely pleased with both and I would write a negative review just as quickly as I would write a positive one...If you are thinking about fetting this gun ...DO IT!!!..you will thank yourself...also talking with range owners, when they asked how much it cost whey were shocked and said...there was no way that they could beat it....so go ahead and pull the trigger on getting the Raging bull from buds ...ok ill get off my soapbox...just wanted to get the word out 











Justin B

on
12/04/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love the gun! However they do not make the scope mounts for it anymore. Still an amazing gun. 











Kevin B

on
08/27/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Amazingly quick shipping from Buds as usual. Great price 











Benjamin B

on
08/13/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a monster of a hand cannon! It's handled the hottest hand loads I have and continues to be 100% reliable. I wouldn't hesitate to take this handgun hunting. I own several Taurus revolvers and all have been well worth while purchases. Add in Buds good pricing, Price Match policy, free shipping, and the Norton Price Guarantee with each firearm and I made out on this purchase very well! I'd purchase again if needed, and I'm very satisfied. 











Griffin M

on
07/20/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










You can definitely tell taurus spends a lot more time on their large caliber/large frame revolvers then any of their other guns. This pistol is actually a lot stouter and a lot stronger than a Smith & Wesson model 29. There's a Gunsmith I've seen a lot of tourists and I've never been to impressed especially with their semi automatics . But when it comes to their large frame revolvers they're not quite Ruger quality but they are really getting close 











William H

on
04/13/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The gun is awesome however if i can avoid doing business with buds i will their lack of providing a tracking number and customer service being difficult to reach is an understatement as being on hold for 30 minutes is no fun and having to call them twice is no fun. It is not my local ffl job to contact me. 











Ernest U

on
02/25/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Nice firearm! Reviewed two days after order. Weapon was in perfect condition. No fault of Buds but the box ducks. 











Robert M

on
02/15/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fantastic hand cannon! The fit & finish is great on this gun. Some of the older models had machining marks here and there this one does not. Everything is smooth and looks great. I was surprised though that it no longer has the "TAURUS" on the right side of the barrel. It does however have "RAGING BULL" on the left side of the barrel still. I am wondering if I should have gone with the 6" barrel though. This thing is long! I will definitely be getting a chest rig or maybe a canted cross draw holster. Pulling it from my strong side (right) is a bit of a chore and not fast. 











Robert A

on
02/13/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I ordered this gun on Friday at about 7pm and it was at my local gun shop on Monday morning at 10am ready for pickup I know I only live a couple hours from Buds in Dayton OH but that's a pretty damn quick turnaround. The gun was as advertised factory new can't wait to get to the range. I will definitely buy from Buds again. ( Great price & Free shipping ) 











Mark L

on
01/20/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Processing and shipping were fast. Although I never got any tracking info on my order, I was surprised by a call from my FFL to pick up my gun 4 days after the order. As for the gun it is awesome but was not sighted correct right out of the box. I've shot over 100 rds before I reviewed. After being sighted it is a accurate hand cannon that is fun to shoot, love it. Been looking for one new for a while now, thanks buds. Will always look here first guns now. 











Joseph H

on
11/24/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I been wanting one for awhile , great gun love it , only problem it took buds gunshop a few days to process it . But I got it finally and once again love it. 











Don C

on
10/14/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've been wanting one of these for a while so I decided to trade a rifle in on it buds gave me a fair price and even gave me$10 off the price of the gun after reviewing the rifle, Buds Have really fair pricing and I Feel gave me a really good deal the local stores just wanted to rip me off. the gun is exactly what I expected big and mean thanks buds not my first gun from them and won't be my last!!! 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat
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Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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